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THE ERTA IS ON AGAIN – THIS YEAR DOUBLED

There are nine days to go until the 6th edition of the female GS Ski World Cup at Kronplatz
(ITA), the ERTA slope is in excellent condition and the big public is expected. OK from the FIS
after "snow control". The champions to be fighting for the coveted crown, held by the Swedish
Sara Hector. Mikaela Shiffrin chases the absolute record of victories in the World Cup, when the
FIS also assigns a second race to Kronplatz.

The news came a few days ago: on the ERTA there will be competitions both on 24 and also on 25
January next, as a GS of the Czech Republic will be brought forward. For the first time ever, on the
Kronplatz World Cup track they will be competing two days in a row. Meanwhile, from 10 January,
the "track" squadron headed by the track director Daniele Clara, spends his days, often until late, on
the ERTA in San Vigilio di Marebbe. Their task, since the Kronplatz World Cup adventure began,
is to ensure the best possible racing conditions for all the athletes at the start. „Every year we know
that a difficult but at the same time exciting job awaits us. The weather conditions are always
different, the snow is different, the temperatures vary as well as other external factors. The result of
our work is therefore never taken for granted. This year, after several weeks of abnormal heat, the
challenge is even greater“ so Daniele Clara, track director since 2017.

On Sunday 15/01 the FIS responsibles for the women's World Cup met with Daniele Clara and with
the race director, Klaus Kastlunger, receiving good news. „To date we are able to guarantee
excellent competition conditions for all participants. A perfect base snow was made at the
beginning of the season – now it's time to finalize everything, including snowpack and setting up
the structures“ explains the race director Kastlunger. The "snow control" by FIS has therefore
passed, while the track remains open to the public until January 18 and for young local athletes.
These days, both on Erta and also on its "twin" Soréga, various national teams are training,
including Italy, Poland, Slovenia, the USA with Mikaela Shiffrin, Slovakia with Petra Vlhova and
Albania with Lara Colturi.



The final touch to the track will be given on January 20 or 21, when the track team will be icing the
track, injecting water into the snowbed, so that it freezes to ensure maximum grip in the race.
Everything will then rest until the first day of competition, Tuesday 24 January.

After two years of restrictions due to the pandemic, the public question does not arise this year.
„We expect to welcome again the usual 10-15,000 and more people, including around 1,000 guests
in the VIP area – these are representatives of sponsors, authorities, institutional representatives and
guests of honour. In the rest of the parterre, where the local voluntary associations will take care of
the gastronomic aspect, there will instead be a few thousand spectators who will be able to reach the
finish area even skiing" comments Danny Kastlunger, chairman of the Organizing Committee,
visibly happy to be able to organize again the great sporting event - this time even doubled - without
health concerns.

The program of the event already begins on Sunday 22 January, with a concert by the “Zucchero
Celebration Band” group and Lasershow in the finish area starting at 5.30 pm. Tuesday 24 January,
the first run will start at 10.30 am., the second will follow at 1.30 pm. On Tuesday evening, in
Brunico, there will be the award ceremony of the first race and the assignment of bibs for the
second race. The program starts at 6.00 pm. at Municipe Square. For the race on 25/01, the runs'
schedule remains unchanged.

Since its debut in 2017, the list of the Kronplatz race winners, which assigns the title of "Princess of
Plan de Corones" with respective coronation, sees the Italian Federica Brignone (2017), the German
Viktoria Rebensburg ( 2018), the American Michaela Shiffrin (2019), the French Tessa Worley
(2021) and the Swedish Sara Hector (2022) on the winners list.

Technical details of the ERTA slope: Over a length of 1,325 m, the slope overcomes a negative
altitude difference of 405 m. The average gradient is 32%, while the minimum gradient is 14% in
the finish area and the maximum is recorded on the „Pàra dal Pèch“ with 61%. The starting gate is
located at an altitude of 1,605 m of the „Piz de Plàies“, the arrival at 1,200 m of the locality
„Cianèis“.
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